No. 1733 (BL) Back Pack Guide® (Optional)  
4 - 1 oz.  
Provides sliding door effect. Prevents curtain from accumulating until track ends are reached. Thickness: 1/8”.

No. 1734 (BL) Back Pack Guide® (Optional)  
1 - 5 oz.  
Provides sliding door effect (for machine operated tracks). Prevents curtain from accumulating until track ends are reached. Has smaller hole than 1733. Thickness: 1/8”.

No. 1735 (BL) Back Pack Guide® (Optional)  
1 - 5 oz.  
Used with Model 172 tracks. Has larger hole for 1730 cord. Thickness: 1/8”.

No. 1748 Space Saver  
5 - 1 oz.  
For reducing curtain stacking area. Used in place of carrier. Recommended spacing: no more than 1 between two carriers at end pulley area only. Total quantity used should not exceed 10% of curtain width. Thickness: 1/8”.

No. 1726 Rubber Spacer  
(See No. 1749 Single Carrier)

No. 1728 Cord  
100’ - 2 lbs. 4 oz.  
Synthetic center and stretch-resistant. For manually-operated tracks. 1/4” (No. 8)

No. 1730 Sash Cord  
100’ - 4 lbs.  
Used with Model 172 tracks. Synthetic center with woven cover. 5/16” (No. 10)

No. 3529 Cable  
100’ - 2 lbs. 7 oz.  
Wire center with woven polyester cover. Used with drum-drive machines. 3/16” (No. 6)

No. 1752 [BL] Curve (90°, 24” radius)  
1 - 8 lbs. 8 oz., 62” long  
(Approximately 3’ x 3’).

No. 1753 Curve (75°, 24” radius)  
1 - 7 lbs. 6 oz., 57” long.  
(Approximately 2’8” x 2’8”).

No. 1754 Curve (60°, 24” radius)  
1 - 6 lbs. 6 oz., 51” long  
(Approximately 2’3” x 2’3”).

No. 1755 [BL] Curve (45°, 24” radius)  
1 - 5 lbs. 14 oz., 44” long  
(Approximately 2’ x 2’).

CUSTOM CURVES ARE NOT AVAILABLE.

CURVES USED WITH WALK-ALONG TRACK SYSTEMS ONLY.

Two No. 1724 or 2624 (must be specified when ordering) Splicing Clamps are included with each curve.